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Will Super Fast 5G Live Up To The Hype?
ApproximAtely three quArters of the us populAtion hAs Access to some vAriAnt of 5G 

coverAGe. All services thAt Are billed As 5G Aren’t the sAme, thouGh, And russiA continues 

to spreAd disinformAtion About 5G.

Most major cellular providers have some-
thing they call 5G in some areas. Lifewire has 
a comprehensive report on where 5G is avail-
able.

I’ve been pondering the new technology, 
it’s promises, and its shortcomings. There are 
plenty of advantages and a few disadvantages.

In most cases, 5G systems 
operate on frequencies that 
are higher than those used 
by 2G, 3G, and 4G systems. 
Some service providers have 
pseudo-5G systems that 
operate on 4G frequencies 
and with slower data rates 
than true 5G. 

Because the frequen-
cies are higher, the signals 
won’t travel as far. That 
means there will be more 
cell towers, but 5G towers 
are usually shorter and less 
obvious. The towers look a 
lot like light poles and are 
being combined with street 
lighting in some areas.

Because there are more 
cell towers, the individual 
cells are smaller. 5G cells can 
handle as many as 10 times 
the number of devices that 
a 4G cell can handle.

Combined with smaller cell size, there’s the 
possibility of massively better throughput. But 
because cells are smaller and systems need 
more cell towers, the development cost is 
considerably higher. This alone has slowed 
development.

As 5G systems become more available, more 
computing power will probably be added to 
cars and trucks so that they can send and 
receive information about their position, 
and possibly communicate with smart traffic 

control devices that can be 
adjusted in real time for better 
traffic flow. That’s a possibly, 

but don’t expect to see it anytime soon. The 
infrastructure needs to be present first, and it 
isn’t. Then enough 5G-enabled vehicles need to 
be on the road for the system to have a notice-
able impact. Think decades, not years.

Internet of Things (IoT) devices will also 
make use of 5G. Security has been lagging 
with IoT devices, although it has improved 
in the past few years. Having devices with 
unreliable security protocols on the network 
is a danger that must be addressed.

Data rates are dependent on the frequency 
as well as the number of users on a given cell. 
4G systems were supposed to be able to deliver 
100Mbps speeds, but data rates like that in 
real life are all but impossible. 5G promises 
a theoretical maximum of 10Gbps, and it’s 
unlikely that those speeds will be seen in prac-
tice. But maybe half the theoretical speed — 
5Gbps — or even a quarter of the theoretical 
speed — 2.5Gbps. Even one tenth would be 
1000Mbps, which is ten times the theoretical 
maximum of 4G systems. 

So faster speeds are clearly coming.

< Compared to traditional Cellular towers 
suCh as this, 5G towers are smaller and 
shorter, but there are more of them.
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Some opposition to 5G technology is 
based on the possibly that the new devices 
will contribute to climate change or that they 
will be used by governments and businesses 
to spy on citizens. There’s no question that 
5G will increase the number of devices in use, 
but it won’t matter when (hopefully “when” 
and not “if”) the planetary use of renewable 
energy resources largely eliminates the use of 
coal, oil, and gas.

The surveillance concern isn’t exagger-
ated, but it also seems irrelevant. Nearly 
every person on the planet already carries a 
tracking device around all day, every day. We 
use devices at home that listen to us. We use 
applications that report information about us 
to organizations such as Facebook, Microsoft, 
and Google. All of that calls into question our 
real concerns about privacy. Do we really care?

The Point Of Disinformation
5G technoloGy is A GAme chAnGer for connec-
tivity, And the technoloGy cAn Give A one nAtion 
A competitive AdvAntAGe over Another.

As a result, it shouldn’t be too surprising 
to find that Russia is pushing hard to develop 
5G technology at home while using disinfor-
mation campaigns to create and empower 
resistance movements in the United States.

Unfortunately, some of these campaigns 
have been effective. RT Television has run 
several so-called special reports on the dangers 
of 5G. The “R” in RT Television stands for 
Russia. Russia Today is operated by the state-
owned news agency RIA Novosti (Federal 
State Unitary Enterprise International News 
Agency) as part of a public relations effort 
intended to improve the image of Russia 
abroad. It has a long history of meddling and 
fanning the flames of conspiracy theories.

German news magazine Der Spiegel says 
RT “uses a chaotic mixture of conspiracy theo-
ries and crude propaganda.” In the United 

Kingdom, the Observer’s Nick Cohen wrote 
that RT spreads conspiracy theories and is a 
“prostitution of journalism”, and Oliver Kamm 
at the Times called it a “den of deceivers.” 

In the US, journalists at the Daily Beast 
and the Washington Post have written that RT 
continues to promote long-discredited bits of 
disinformation such as control of the world 
by “the Illuminati” and the forged “Protocols 
of the Elders of Zion” that was created before 
the Russian Revolution in Tsarist Russia.

The respected non-profit think tank RAND 
characterizes RT as “a firehose of falsehood”, 
and anyone who has studied actions by TASS, 
the old Soviet news agency (as I have), will 
immediately recognize the techniques used 
to spread lies.

Much of the disinformation is based on the 
assumption that non-scientists will not under-
stand the difference between ionizing and 
non-ionizing radiation. We are surrounded 
by radio waves. AM and FM radio, television, 
cell phones, smart devices, and more all use 
radio waves. These signals are non-ionizing. 
The disinformation campaigns make a big 
deal out of “radiation” from 5G devices without 
mentioning all of the other radio signals and 
without differentiation between non-ionizing 
and ionizing.

Radiation generated by nuclear power 
stations and held inside containment struc-
tures is ionizing. That’s why the containment 
structures are needed. This kind of radiation 
can cause burns, cancer, and radiation sick-
ness. Standard radio waves do not.

So those who oppose 5G technology based 
on what they’ve seen or heard on RT Television 
or on websites that base their “research” on 
propaganda promulgated by RT Television 
should seriously question their sources. Ω

< rt television is operated by ria novosti, russia’s federal state unitary enterprise 
international news aGenCy. in addition to russian, the serviCe operates in several other 
lanGuaGes and Continues to use propaGanda teChniques developed by the KGb in assoCiation 
with the soviet “news aGenCy” tass durinG the Cold war.

beware websites that Combine faCt with 
fiCtion to paint a sCary piCture of 5G 
teChnoloGy. radiation is not a danGer with 5G 
beCause the radio siGnals are non-ionizinG. 
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